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Untis 2020
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Untis 2020
Untis Suite, comprising Untis, WebUntis and UntisMobile, has been growing continuously over the past
years. This is the reason why it became necessary to restructure many things. This is not immediately
reflected in new features but in medium and long-term stability and better reliability.
Some of our (re)structuring of the Untis system such as our Crash Server or the new logging framework
are also visible at the user interface; many improvements, however, are invisible for the 'normal' Untis
user and serve the long-term goal to harmonise and centralise data of Untis and WebUntis.
This is why the current version has less new features but intentionally more refurbished components of
the existing system. We did, however, focus on continuous support in your daily work by e.g.
maintaining existing interfaces.
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Multiple line subject fields
In response to many requests it is now possible to display long subject names in multiple lines in
thelesson period.

If you want to display a subject in multiple lines, just open the editor of the lesson period, select the
subject field and 'grab' with the mouse the black 'handle' in the middle of a horizontal line. Drag the field
to the size you want it.
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This new function makes it easier for especially nursing schools and (vocational) colleges to create a
clearer design for timetable printouts.
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Substitute suggestion
The substitute suggestion window now shows in a separate column on the Supervision tab which
teachers teach in a coupling at the times of an active substitution.
This makes it easier to find group lessons which are almost always shown in couplings. This helps
solving substitution cases by exceptionally combining groups and the thus free teacher can take over the
uncovered substitution.
Have a look at substitution number 2, period 3, German in class 05A in the following figure:

The substitute suggestion window now shows in the new column Coupling teacher that teachers ScHe
and JaMi teach in coupled lessons:

Substitute suggestion
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The uncovered substitution of class 05A can now easily be taken over by ScHe (teacher swap) and JaMi
supervises the E lesson for 07B and 07C.
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Automatic entry of student groups
As of Untis 2018, the interface to WebUntis has been changed in so far that all Untis lessons showing
the same SUBJECT-CLASS combination and which do not have any student groups are merged to one
lesson in WebUntis.
For some schools where many (individual) meetings were booked under the subject title 'Meeting' for a
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(pseudo) class 'Meeting', this meant significantly more work since they needed to enter a student group
in any case in order to be able to differentiate the individual meetings.
An example:

Two separate lessons shown in the above figure, U165 and U163, have the same subject and the same
class in Untis but no entry in the field student group…

Automatic entry of student groups

... which is the reason why the lessons are combined to one in WebUntis. As an undesired
consequence, the line text which actually should show the meeting’s topic cannot be allocated to
individual appointments anymore.

An additional option was created in order to facilitate the entry for schools which have many such
lessons:
Settings > Miscellaneous > Customise

This additional option automatically adds a distinct student group to newly entered lessons.
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When this option is activated, the following situation occurs when you enter a new lesson in Untis:

Due to the different student groups, the 6 teacher lines ...

Automatic entry of student groups
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... WebUntis interprets them as 6 different lessons and the allocation of the Untis line text works as
expected.
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Logging
Quality assurance and quality control were the focus of considerations when developing Untis 2020.
Therefore many improvements have been made which can only be seen in rare cases on the surface and
which you as a user will never or only rarely get in contact with, e.g. when you have technical problems.
One of these improvements is a standardised logging in Untis 2020.
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The different logfiles were standardised at a central point, i.e. in '%APPDATA%\gp-Untis\logs\' in a global
logfile. A new logfile is created per day.
As soon as there are 31 logfiles the oldest is always deleted. The Logging Level range from 0 - Verbose ,
über 1 - Debug and 2 - Information , 3 - Warning , and 4 - Error to 5 - Fatal .
Generally speaking this means that a lower logging level stands for a more refined granularity in its
output. We recommend to set the LogLevel to '2 - Information' and to change it only when you have a
problem and a (support) team member of Untis GmbH or a Untis partner asks you to. The log files are
automatically included in the support data as of Untis 2020.
If you are interested in the technical part of it, find in the following a short description of the individual log
levels (Source: https://github.com/serilog/serilog/wiki/Writing-Log-Events [abgerufen am 5.4.2019, 14:30])
Verbose tracing information and debugging minutiae; generally only switched on in unusual situations
Debug
internal control flow and diagnostic state dumps to facilitate pinpointing of recognised
problems
Information events of interest or that have relevance to outside observers; the default enabled minimum
logging level
Warning indicators of possible issues or service/functionality degradation
Error
indicating a failure within the application or connected system
Fatal
critical errors causing complete failure of the application
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Crash Server
Earlier releases of Untis 2019 already asked you for permission to transmit your data when the program
crashed in order to help us make Untis more stable.

Crash Server
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When you give permission the data which are transmitted are not your entire gpn file but only your
Crash-Reports,the Dumps . These are kind of snapshots of the memory status at the moment when the
problem occurred plus system information. The data is encrypted and transmitted to one of our Untis
GmbH servers where they are put in groups based on the respective issue and are evaluated.

The aforementioned reasons explain why an error message to your Untis partner does not replace
sending the crash report when you have a specific problem. Only direct contact with your Untis partner
enables us to help you as fast and as targeted as possible.
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XML interface
The XML interface was extended in some areas. Due to this reason the version number of the XML
scheme definition was changed to 3.0.
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